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The following is a submission in respect to the above inquiry. 

Having read the Issues Paper I note in a no. of its sections that the ACCC is not 

limited in its examination of related issues and therefore I make a submission in 

respect to the ACCC examining the Economic Justification of Fees charged for A$ 

transactions undertaken with Overseas Vendors by use of a credit card. 

Background 

In April 2014 introduced a 3% fee for transactions in A$ undertaken with 

Overseas Vendors. I questioned the Credit Card Terms & Conditions (CCT&C) upon 

being charged such a fee and following 17 months of correspondence w ith 

 whilst incurring further fees, the FOS ruled in my favour that Westpac 

was not entitled to charge such fees. 

 refunded the sum of $20mill. to 

820,000 card holders (see attached newspaper article).  subsequently 

changed its CCT&C to allow for the charging of the fee. 

Following  reporting of the above to ASIC it appears that ASIC 

undertook a review of other banks charging such a fee and  was found to 

have a similar deficiency in its CCT&C and was required to reimburse 223,000 



cardholders the sum of $Smill (see attached newspaper article and extract from 

Banking Royal Commission papers) . 

In addition to questioning the charging of a fee under the CCT&C I questioned the 

Economic Justification for such a fee with  (a  

) together with putting the issue in front of RBA, ACCC & ASIC 

without getting a justification or an organization willing to examine the matter. 

My questioning of the Economic Justification arises from my examination of the 

manner in which my transactions were undertaken and comparing them to 

transactions which required the conversion from foreign currency. 

Rationale for Review of Economic Justification 

Credit card foreign currency transactions are undertaken with Overseas Vendors 

in the following manner by cardholders -

Whilst overseas the transaction is completed in foreign currency and converted 

by the card provider e.g Visa daily and appears on the cardholder's statement 

showing the foreign currency amount, the A$ equivalent and the A$ fee. 

Whilst overseas the cardholder is given the option of being charged in foreign 

currency or A$ and if the latter is chosen the conversion is carried out in real-time 

by a third party and appears on the cardholder's statement in a similar manner to 

above. This type of transaction is defined as Dynamic Currency Conversion and 

uses a special card reader that recognizes the home currency of the cardholder's 

card . I am aware that ACCC has examined and prosecuted in respect to the 

provision of these services. 

From Australia by Internet or Telephone and converted by the card provider and 

appears on the cardholder's statement in a similar manner to above. 

Credit card A$ transactions with Overseas Vendors are carried out in Australia in 

the following manner and I provide four examples of transaction types I have 

undertaken -



By Telephone with the Overseas Vendor which quotes an A$ price which is 

accepted. Attached is a copy of my  undertaken in this 

manner June 10, 2014 which was the first time I was charged a fee. My telephone 

call was to an Australian telephone no. and  advised me the transaction 

was undertaken in Ireland. 

By Internet with the Overseas Vendor which quotes an A$ price on its website (I 

suspect that the website is programmed to recognize the internet enquirer's 

address location and provides a home currency price). Attached are two examples 

of these transactions firstly  June 7, 2016 and secondly  

 June 28, 2015, the latter I believe was undertaken in Luxemburg. 

By Internet with the Overseas Vendor which quotes in various currencies, 

including A$ on its website, but does not allow a transaction in the home currency 

of the Vendor for non-residents of his home country. This transaction was for the 

purchase of a sheepskin from NZ. Attached is a copy of the transaction together 

with correspondence which I will refer to below in explaining why a review of the 

Economic Justification for fees on A$ transactions should be carried out. 

All of the A$ transactions appear on the card holder' statement as an A$ amount 

together with the A$ fee. 

Reasons for Review of Economic Justification of Fees for A$ transactions with 

Overseas Vendors -

There have been recent reviews of A$ Merchant Fees and ATM Fees in Australia 

which have resulted in reductions in such fees for merchants & cardholders but 

Overseas Transactions Fees have not been reviewed. In the majority of local 

transactions in Australia no fee is paid by the card holder as the merchant meets 

the cost. 

The level of Fee (3%} being charged for A$ transactions with Overseas Merchants 

is the same as for Foreign Currency transactions but no conversion of currency 

procedure is undertaken. 



 makes no charge for A$ transactions with Overseas Merchants 

whilst Banks issuing  make such a charge. 

The costs of undertaking the A$ transactions with the Overseas Merchant is 

incurred by the Merchant and therefore does not justify the level of fee charged 

to the cardholder by the banks. 

My correspondence with the Overseas Merchant from NZ (attached) identifies 

how the transaction is undertaken -

The Merchant produces a Price List in various currencies and puts it on its website 

(prices can be updated daily to take account of currency movements). 

The Customer undertakes a transaction in his home currency or an alternative 

currency offered but not NZ$. 

The Merchant has a multicurrency facility with its bank which enables it to 

convert the various currencies received to its home currency at its cost. This was 

confirmed as a process in my discussions with  

The Merchant pays his fees to the card providers. 

I trust I have provided sufficient information for the Inquiry to review this matter 

but I can be contacted 

clarification. 

orany 

I would appreciate being advised that this matter will be reviewed in the Inquiry. 
























